Clay Rattle
What is a RATTLE?

RATTLES are musical instruments created out of clay or other materials that have a hollow body. The hollow body contains small loose beads of clay that make noise when shaken.

RATTLES are used in many cultures to memorialize and celebrate individual beginnings. The birth of a child was commemorated with the giving of a rattle in Victorian times. Their sound is soothing, magical and powerful!
These **Spirit Rattles** are handcrafted and produced exclusively by artist Nan Emmett. These hand sized sculptures have the added surprise of making sound when shaken.
Other styles of clay rattles...
The Rattles of BH Claysmith

“My clay healing rattles are personalized and given to cancer patients embarking on chemo & radiation treatments. By carrying them on their person, these rattles are there to hold and touch during the process, relieving tension and making it easier to recount the good thoughts & well wishes from family and friends.”
“When creating a pillow rattle the last thing I do is force my own breath (Chi) into the body of the rattle, then purse the opening of the rattle closed with my lips. Once conceived, the RATTLE is adorned with something as simple as a leather handle, semi-precious stones, clay beads or copper details which complement the look as well as the meaning of the rattle.”
Small Bead Rattles become Jewelry